 Transitional Justice Genealogy

Ruti G. Teitel

INTRODUCTION

This Article proposes a genealogy of transitional justice. Transitional justice can be defined as the conception of justice associated with periods of political change, characterized by legal responses to confront the wrongdoings of repressive predecessor regimes. The genealogy presented in this Article traces the historical pursuit of justice in periods of political flux, reviewing the political developments of the last half-century and analyzing the evolution of the conception of transitional justice. This Article contends that a genealogy of transitional justice demonstrates, over time, a close relationship between the type of justice pursued and the relevant limiting political conditions. Currently, the discourse is directed at preserving a minimalist rule of law identified chiefly with maintaining peace.

The proposed genealogy is structured along critical cycles that divide along three phases. This Article begins by briefly describing the phases, and then elaborates upon each phase as well as upon the critical dynamic inter-relationships of the three phases within the genealogy. The notion of genealogy presented in this Article is structured along the lines of and situated within an intellectual history. Accordingly, the genealogy is organized
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1. For a comprehensive analysis of transitional justice, see Ruti G. Teitel, Transitional Justice (2000).


5. The use of the term “phases” here should be considered primarily as a heuristic, to help understand the periodization of the various political and legal periods. This is not to say that there are acoustic separations dividing these phases. Indeed, there are overlaps among the three phases proposed here.

6. On the “critical” responses of transitional justice to predecessor political oppressions, see Teitel, supra note 1, at 216, 220–25.

7. Regarding genealogy, see Michel Foucault, Nietzsche, Genealogy, History (Donald F. Bouchard &
along a schematic of the development of ideas associated with the three phases of transitional justice. These phases ultimately reflect the genealogy’s link with the broader intellectual trend toward an increased pragmatism in and politicization of the law.8

The origins of modern transitional justice can be traced to World War I.9 However, transitional justice becomes understood as both extraordinary and international in the postwar period after 1945. The Cold War ends the internationalism of this first, or postwar, phase of transitional justice. The second, or post–Cold War, phase is associated with the wave of democratic transitions and modernization that began in 1989. Toward the end of the twentieth century, global politics was characterized by an acceleration in conflict resolution and a persistent discourse of justice throughout law and society. The third, or steady-state, phase of transitional justice is associated with contemporary conditions of persistent conflict which lay the foundation for a normalized law of violence.

Phase I of the genealogy, the postwar phase, began in 1945. Through its most recognized symbol, the Allied-run Nuremberg Trials,10 this phase reflects the triumph of transitional justice within the scheme of international law. However, this development was not enduring, due to its association with the exceptional political conditions of the postwar period: Germany’s diminished sovereignty formed the basis for international nation-building. These political conditions were unique, and would neither persist nor recur in the same manner. Accordingly, this first phase of transitional justice, associated with interstate cooperation, war crimes trials, and sanctions, ended soon after the war. Beginning in the 1950s, the Cold War and a stable bipolar balance of power led to a general political equilibrium and an impasse on the question of transitional justice. Nevertheless, the legacy of the postwar trials that criminalized state wrongdoing as part of a universal rights scheme far exceeds the actual force of historical precedent, and this legacy forms the basis of modern human rights law.11


10. On the postwar period, see From Dictatorship to Democracy: Coping with the Legacies of Authoritarianism and Totalitarianism (John H. Herz ed., 1983). Of course, there are earlier examples in the century, but these are smaller-scale responses. See Phillippe C. Schmitter, Transitions from Authoritarian Rule: Comparative Perspectives (Guilleremo O’Donnell et al. eds., 1986).

11. On the impact of the Nuremberg precedent, see Ruti G. Teitel, Nuremberg and Its Legacy, Fifty Years Later, in War Crimes: The Legacy of Nuremberg 44 (Belinda Cooper ed., 1999). For an example of the impact of the postwar precedents in human rights law, see Henry Steiner & Philip Alston,
Phase II is associated with a period of accelerated democratization and political fragmentation that has been characterized as a "third wave" of transition. Over the last quarter of the twentieth century, the collapse and disintegration of the Soviet Union led to concurrent transitions throughout much of the world. Withdrawal of Soviet-supported guerrilla forces in the late 1970s fueled the end of military rule in South America. These transitions were rapidly followed by post-1989 transitions in Eastern Europe, Africa, and Central America. While these changes are often described as isolated developments or as a series of civil wars, many of these conflicts were fostered or supported by international power politics and were therefore affected by the Soviet collapse, which ended the Cold War period of political equilibrium.

While the post-Cold War wave of transition theoretically raises the possibility of a return to Phase I international transitional justice, the form of transitional justice that in fact emerges is associated with the rise of nation-building. Moreover, rather than understanding rule of law in terms of accountability for a small number of leaders, the Phase II transitional model tends to rely upon more diverse rule-of-law understandings tied to a particular political community and local conditions. However, this move toward more local or even privatized justice stands in tension with the potential of a broader conception of justice associated with transnational politics.

By the end of the twentieth century, the third steady-state phase of transitional justice emerges. This third phase is characterized by the fin de siècle acceleration of transitional justice phenomena associated with globalization and typified by conditions of heightened political instability and violence. Transitional justice moves from the exception to the norm to become a paradigm of rule of law. In this contemporary phase, transitional jurisprudence...

14. See infra note 12.
16. This is, of course, not to offer unicausal theory, but rather to clarify shared factors in the multiple transitions that occurred in approximately the last quarter of the last century. For disciplinary reasons, scholarship in each area tends to be isolated.
17. There are exceptions in the turn to international justice regarding the conflicts in the Balkans and in Rwanda. See infra text accompanying note 133.
18. See infra text accompanying notes 53–73.
normalizes an expanded discourse of humanitarian justice constructing a body of law associated with pervasive conflict, which contributes to laying the foundation for the emerging law of terrorism.

I. PHASE I: POSTWAR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE

The first phase of a genealogy of transitional justice encompasses the post—World War II model of justice. However, the history begins earlier in the century, following World War I. During the inter-war period, the central aim of justice was to delineate the unjust war and the parameters of justifiable punishment by the international community. Questions confronted in this context included whether and to what extent to punish Germany for its aggression, and what form justice should take: international or national, collective or individual. Ultimately, the decision to convene international proceedings reflected the prevailing political circumstances, particularly the limits upon national sovereignty and the conceded international governance of that period.

A genealogical perspective situates postwar transitional justice in its own historical context, specifically the transitional justice of World War I, and reveals the extent to which this preceding conception informs the critical response of post—World War II justice. At least two critical responses emerge regarding World War II transitional justice. First, national justice was displaced by international justice. The administration of the post—World War I model of transitional punitive justice, characterized by failed national trials, was left to Germany. Seen with the hindsight of history, it was clear that the post—World War I national trials did not serve to deter future carnage. In an evident critical response to the past, post—World War II transitional justice began by eschewing national prosecutions instead seeking international criminal accountability for the Reich’s leadership.

The second critical response concerned the post—World War I collective sanctions levied against Germany. Seen through the lens of genealogy,

24. However, the subsequent Control Council Ten trials would be convened on a national basis. See Gov’t Printing Office, Trials of the Major War Criminals Before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council Law No. 10 (1953) (commonly known as the “green books”).
25. The Versailles Treaty at Article 231 provides: “The Allied and Associated Governments affirm and Germany accepts the responsibility of Germany and her Allies for causing all the loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated Governments and their nationals have been subjected as a consequence of a war imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany and her Allies.” According to the Treaty’s “war-guilt” clause, all responsibility for the war was to be borne by Germany. See Treaty of Versailles, June 28, 1919, art. 231, pt. VIII, Consol. T.S. 225; see generally Nana Sagi, German Reparations: A History of the Negotiations (Dafna Alon trans., 1980).
these transitional responses clearly failed and came to be identified as a basis for the sense of economic frustration and resentment that fueled Germany’s role in World War II. Onerous sanctions and their crude undifferentiated impact raised profound normative questions. This approach gave way to the critical response after World War II, and to the liberal focus on individual judgment and responsibility.

While the asserted aim of the transitional justice norm in this first phase was accountability, a striking innovation at the time was the turn to international criminal law and the extension of its applicability beyond the state to the individual. Moreover, through changes in the law of war and its principles of criminal responsibility, the international legal regime enabled holding accountable the Reich’s higher echelons for the offenses of aggression and persecutory policy. While claims are made about the forward-looking nature of deterrence, it is clear that the Nuremberg prosecution was primarily intended to justify and legitimate Allied intervention in the war. This use of transitional justice recurs in Phase III.

The period immediately following World War II was the heyday of international justice. The critical turn away from prior nationalist transitional responses and toward an internationalist policy was thought to guarantee rule of law. However, whether deterrence would necessarily be better advanced by international accountability was debatable. Whereas international justice is commonly thought to incorporate the impartiality associated with the rule of law, other rule-of-law values are seen as deriving from the local accountability associated with domestic justice. Moreover, following World War II, the application of international justice involved legal irregularities which raised tensions for the rule of law, especially given its stated liberalizing aim. Ultimately, the Phase I model would offer a very limited precedent. With the Cold War bifurcation, it became eminently clear that this model could not be readily exported. While a form of international justice does recur in Phase III, this more contemporary internationalism has been transformed by the ongoing developments caused by globalization.

The postwar turn to international law also reflected the sense that the relevant subject of transitional justice was an international legal response.

26. See Ferguson, supra note 20.
28. Transitional justice was used as a norm to distinguish between justified and unjustified military intervention. See Taylor, supra note 21, at 22–42 (discussing the Nuremberg ideas regarding whether launching an aggressive war should be considered a crime under international law).
29. See infra text accompanying notes 133–137.
31. These are discussed infra at Part II, notes 53–57, 58–73 and accompanying text. See Teitel, supra note 1 at 36–40; see generally Stoszky, supra note 13.
32. See David Luban, Legal Modernism 336 (1994).
33. See Teitel, Transitional Jurisprudence, supra note 4.
34. See infra text accompanying notes 132–137.
governed by the law of conflict. Over the years, this legacy has been mixed: the force of the precedent has hardly been reflected in other instances of international justice, although this is arguably changing given the creation of the permanent International Criminal Court. The postwar legacy's ongoing force has been evident in developments in international law, where dimensions of the precedent establishing international accountability for wartime abuses were entrenched in international conventions soon after World War II, such as the Genocide Convention. Moreover, dimensions of the postwar precedent, such as its preeminent commitment to individual rights, have also informed domestic and comparative law, as evidenced in the heightened wave of related constitutionalism. In the postwar phase, the exportation of forms of transitional justice occurred through legal transplants of treaties, conventions, and constitutionalism. The postwar period was also the heyday of the belief in law and development, and more generally in the belief in law as a tool for state modernization.

The international justice associated with the postwar period returns in a new form in contemporary post-conflict circumstances, revealing transitional justice's critical dynamic. International justice recurs but is transformed by past precedents and a new political context. The subject and scope of transitional justice have expanded to transcend its operative action upon states and to operate upon private actors. Transitional justice has also extended beyond its historic role in regulating international conflict to regulate intrastate conflict as well as peacetime relations, comprising a threshold rule of law in globalizing politics. The significance of these developments will be discussed further in Phase III.


40. See infra notes 128–140 and accompanying text.
II. Phase II: Post–Cold War Transitional Justice

The last two decades of the twentieth century have been characterized as a veritable wave of political transition. The collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of the bipolar balance of power, and the attendant proliferation of political democratization and modernization ushered in the post–Cold War phase of transitional justice.41

The decline and eventual collapse of the Soviet Empire sparked a wave of liberalization that began with the transitions in the Southern Cone of South America in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and continued throughout Eastern Europe and Central America.42 While these regional developments are generally represented as independent of one another, a genealogical perspective illuminates the connection between these political transitions and illustrates how many local conflicts were supported by United States/Soviet bipolarism.43 The end of this historical schematic does not imply that such conflict has also ended, as there remain numerous interconnected insurgency movements.44

When political transitions occurred in the 1980s, the question confronted by successor regimes was whether and to what extent to adhere to the Phase I model of transitional justice.45 In the new democracies that emerged in South America following the collapse of repressive military juntas, it was unclear whether trials of leaders in the style of Nuremberg could be successfully followed in the Americas.46 This question was first posed in Argentina after the Falklands/Malvinas War,47 where the successor regime attempted to distinguish the context from that of international postwar justice and called for domestic trials.48 Throughout Latin America, nascent demo-

41. Other works refer to this development as the “third wave” of democratization. See e.g., Huntington, supra note 12.
43. For a review of this third wave of transition, see Huntington, supra note 12. See also Schoutz, supra note 15, at 112–204 (discussing geopolitics and human rights regarding U.S. policy in Central America).
44. This was made very clear after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. See Ahmed Rashid, Jihad: The Rise of Militant Islam in Central Asia (2002); see also Harold Hongju Koh, A United States Human Rights Policy for the 21st Century, 46 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 293 (2002); infra notes 130–131 and accompanying text.
46. See Ruti G. Teitel, How are the New Democracies of the Southern Cone Dealing with the Legacy of Past Human Rights Abuses?, in Kroes, supra note 3; Jaime Malamud-Goti, Transitional Governments in the Beach: Why Punish State Criminals?, 12 HUM. RTS. Q. 1 n.1 (1990). Other aspects of the precedent, such as reparations, were taken up later in the phase.
47. The war resulted in a crushing defeat of the country’s military junta and allowed the transition to go forward. For discussion of the Argentine trials policy, see Carlos Santiago Nino, Radical Evil on Trial (1996); see also Carlos S. Nino, The Duty to Punish Past Abuses of Human Rights Put into Context: The Case of Argentina, 100 YALE L.J. 2619 (1991).
48. See Nino, supra note 47.
cratic governments struggled with national militaries over the chosen justice policy. This provided a haunting reminder of the post–World War I period and again raised the question of whether the administration of criminal justice advanced the rule of law. In Phase II, modernization and the rule of law were equated with trials by the nation-state to legitimate the successor regime and advance nation-building.

Phase II manifests a similarly limited transferability to political contexts of radically different sovereignty as the Phase I model. However, despite the general absence of international trials in Phase II, a review of the transitional jurisprudence demonstrates that international law can play a constructive role, providing an alternative source of rule of law to guide national trials in a transitional society. In this regard, international legal norms serve to construct a perception of continuity and consistency in the rule of law. The profound and permanent significance of the Nuremberg model is that by defining the rule of law in universalizing terms, it has become the standard by which all subsequent transitional justice debates are framed. Whereas the Phase I justice policy simply assumed the legitimacy of punishing human rights abuses, in Phase II the tension between punishment and amnesty was complicated by the recognition of dilemmas inherent in periods of political flux.

Transitional justice in its second phase reflected that the relevant values in the balance were hardly those of the ideal rule of law. Where the aim was to advance legitimacy, pragmatic principles guided the justice policy and the sense of adherence to the rule of law. Transitional jurisprudence was linked to a conception of justice that was imperfect and partial. What is fair and just in extraordinary political circumstances was to be determined from the transitional position itself. Accordingly, multiple conceptions of justice emerged in Phase II.

The deliberations over justice in transition are best understood when situated in the actual political realities and in the transitional political context, which included the features of the predecessor regime as well as political, juridical, and social contingencies. The feasibility of pursuing justice and its ability to contribute to transitional rule of law depended upon the scale of prior wrongdoings, as well as the extent to which they were systemic or state-sponsored. The attempt to impose accountability through criminal law often raised rule-of-law dilemmas, including retroactivity in the law, tampering with existing laws, a high degree of prosecutorial selectivity, and a

50. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 36–39.
51. See id., at 20–23 (identifying and evaluating numerous instances where alternative rule of law values are drawn from international law and incorporated within the national law of transitional societies).
52. See Alvarez, infra note 56; Schabas, infra note 56.
53. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 234.
compromised judiciary. Therefore, to whatever extent imposing transitional criminal justice included such irregularities, it risked detracting from the contribution that justice can make to reestablishing the rule of law. In fledgling democracies, where the administration of punishment can pose acute rule-of-law dilemmas, the contradictions to the uses of the law may become too great. These profound dilemmas were recognized in the deliberations preceding the decisions in many countries to forego prosecutions in favor of alternative methods for truth-seeking and accountability.

Given the tensions present in the administration of transitional justice in its second phase, the principles of justice associated with Phase I were increasingly questioned. In a critical response to the Phase I postwar justice project, Phase II moved beyond retributive justice as historically understood. The transitional dilemmas at stake in Phase II were framed in terms more comprehensive than simply confronting or holding accountable the predecessor regime, and included questions about how to heal an entire society and incorporate diverse rule-of-law values, such as peace and reconciliation, that had previously been treated as largely external to the transitional justice project. Accordingly, the move away from judgment associated with international justice reflected a shift in the understanding of transitional justice, which became associated with the more complex and diverse political conditions of nation-building.


55. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 2016–30 (discussing rule of law dilemmas).


The post–Cold War phase stands in a critical position relative to Phase I transitional justice. In the Phase II context of a heightened wave of democratic transition and nation-building, transitional justice involved crucial rule-of-law compromises. Therefore, whereas Phase I transitional justice initially appeared to assume its potentially limitless and universal extension in the law, by its second phase transitional justice was more concededly contextual, limited, and provisional. Ultimately, the primary focus on local responsibility in post–Cold War transitions offered a partial, distorted perspective of the historically broader bipolar conflict. While the Phase II reliance on local or national justice constituted a critical response to Phase I, the post–Cold War model was ultimately not appropriate for later globalizing politics, in which national and international factors became interdependent contributors to political change.

A. Juxtaposing Truth to Justice

This Part elaborates upon the link between the chosen form of transitional justice response and political context. In Phase II, the central transitional dynamic responded to postwar transitional justice, while also differentiating itself from that period. Transitional justice responses in the second phase moved away from postwar international transitional justice toward alternative strategies. This was illustrated by the surge of hybridized law and the move to law and society responses.

The leading model in this phase is known as the restorative model. In this phase, the main purpose of transitional justice was to construct an alternative history of past abuses. A dichotomy between truth and justice therefore emerged. Thus, the Phase II paradigm largely eschewed trials to focus instead upon a new institutional mechanism: the truth commission. A truth commission is an official body, often created by a national government, to investigate, document, and report upon human rights abuses within a country over a specified period of time. While first used in Argentina, the investigatory model is now associated with the response adopted in post-apartheid South Africa in the 1990s. Truth and reconciliation commissions of various types have since been proposed or convened throughout the world and often garner significant international support.

58. Argentina established the first official transitional commission of inquiry in the modern period. While it was a truth commission, it was not aimed at reconciliation. Indeed, the "Nunca Mas" commission inquiry was the first stage in Argentina's post-junta justice following the collapse of the military regime after the Falklands war defeat. For an account, see NINO, supra note 47. See also NUNCA MAS: THE REPORT OF THE ARGENTINE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE DISAPPEARED (Farrar et al. trans., 1986).


60. For a comprehensive discussion of truth commissions, see PRISCILLA B. HAYNER, UNSPEAKABLE TRUTHS: CONFRONTING STATE TERROR AND ATROCITY (2001). For a discussion of the South African Model, see BORAIN, supra note 59. For a critical interpretation of the truth commissions project, see
The appeal of the model is its ability to offer a broader historical perspective, rather than mere judgments in isolated cases. Truth commissions are most popular where the predecessor regime disappeared persons or repressed information about its persecution policy, as was typical in Latin America. In contrast, truth commissions have been of less interest in post-Communist Europe, where the use of history by various governments was itself a destructive dimension of Communist repression. Accordingly, in Eastern Europe, the main critical response by the successor regime was not to create official histories but rather to guarantee access to the historical record.

The second phase model did appear to advance some of the rule-of-law aims of criminal justice in transitional societies, in which legal institutions were functioning under stressed transitional conditions. Seen in a genealogical perspective, the primary aim of truth commissions was not justice but peace. This raised the question of the expected relationship between peace and furthering rule of law and democracy. While proponents of the South African model argued that peace was a necessary precondition to democracy, building democratic institutions was not their primary goal. It is not at all evident that short-term approaches to conflict management would further the rule of law. Nevertheless, often a truth commission’s purposes are deemed analogous to those of criminal justice, as both trials and truth commissions can be understood as primarily animated by deterrence.

---

61. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 77–88.
62. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 70 (discussing Foucaultian “truth regimes” and their inevitable association with a political regime).
65. Many countries in the region have enacted laws allowing victims and others access to the files. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 95–103; see also Ruti Teitel, Preface, in Truth and Justice: The Delicate Balance: The Documentation of Prior Regimes and Individual Rights (1993).
68. For a related argument, see Human Rights in Political Transitions: Gettysburg to Bosnia 13–31 (Carla A. Hesse & Robert Post eds., 1999); see also Ruti Teitel, Millennial Visions: Human Rights at Century’s End, id. 339–42.
deed, such commissions' mandates often include recommendations to prevent recurrence of rights abuses.

The Phase II response transcended the single-minded focus on individual accountability in favor of a more communitarian conception. Nevertheless, this phase's aim was hardly a full-scale social justice project. Instead, transitional justice's aims in this phase shifted from the earlier goal of establishing the rule of law through accountability to the goal of preserving peace. This change in emphasis redefines the understanding of the purposes of transition.

Moreover, in this phase, the modality of transitional justice often became a private matter. Even when vested with government authority, transitional justice through truth commissions often became primarily a vehicle for victims to reconcile and recover from past harms, in consultation and with the assistance of various non-state actors. Transitional justice became a form of dialogue between victims and their perpetrators. There was a move away from the Phase I focus on universalizing judgment to a focus on rebuilding political identity through rule of law, premised on local understandings of legitimacy.

The problem of judgment gave way to other responses, primarily national investigatory commissions which had the advantage of being able to inquire

---

69. See Popkin & Rohr-Arriaza, supra note 65.
70. Of course, there are exceptions. When the South African transition first began, the African National League sought a broader redistributive program.
71. See Ruti Teitel, Bringing the Messiah Through the Law, in Hesse & Post, supra note 67, at 177–93 (discussing the conflict between the political business of peacemaking and the assertion of law in the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia).
more systematically into a state's wrongdoings.\footnote{For a comprehensive account of recent truth commissions and for an argument advocating investigation, see Hayner, supra note 60; see also Krics, supra note 3.} Despite the move away from the international criminal justice associated with the first phase, the Phase II response did incorporate the postwar model's human rights rhetoric, albeit in a broader, societal, restorative approach. The central dilemma associated with this phase was often framed in human rights terms, such as whether victims had rights to truth, and whether the state had a duty to investigate in order to reveal truth.\footnote{See Popkin & Rohi-Arriza, supra note 65, at 79; see also Rotberg & Thompson, supra note 72. Certainly there is no necessary conflict between investigation and justice, as is reflected in the first truth commission, convened during Argentina's 1983 political transition. See NUNCA MAS, supra note 58, preface.} Within this framework, the core dynamic of "truth versus justice" suggested that there existed necessary conflicts among justice, history, and memory. This dynamic formulation is best understood as a critical response to the prior postwar model. However, the attempt to accommodate the international human rights rhetoric to a variety of broader social aims raises a number of contradictions and risks its likely misappropriation.\footnote{For an argument that there is such an obligation, see Velasquez Rodriguez, Inter-Am. C.H.R. 35, at ¶ 166, OEA/ser. L/VIII:19, doc. 13 (1988) ("T)he state must prevent, investigate and punish any violation of the rights recognized by the convention and . . . restore the right violated and provide compensation as warranted."). See also Torture Victim Protection Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1550 (1992).}

However limited, transitional justice in its second phase enabled a form of preservative justice. The Phase II response allowed for the creation of a historical record while also leaving open the possibility of future judicial resolution. The emphasis on preservation conceded the existing constraints upon political sovereignty associated with modern democratization, globalizing political fragmentation, and other limiting political conditions at the core of contemporary transitional justice.

\section*{B. Trading Justice for Peace}

A dynamic discourse that juxtaposed and even sacrificed the aim of justice for the more modest goal of peace emerged in Phase II.\footnote{See Tutu, supra note 1, at 51.} This Part elaborates upon that discourse and reflects upon its place in the genealogy, largely in terms of its critical dynamic with the Phase I justice model. This Part ultimately contends that the Phase II model expanded the category of transitional justice, with implications for its future normalization.\footnote{See discussion infra at Part III.}

A jurisprudence of forgiveness\footnote{See Tutu, supra note 72, at 260; Minow, supra note 72; Jacques Derrida, On Cosmopolitanism and Forgiveness 55–59 (Mark Dooley & Michael Hughes trans., 2001).} and reconciliation\footnote{For a thoughtful philosophical justification of restorative justice, see Elizabeth Kiss, Moral Ambitions Within and Beyond Political Constraints: Reflections on Restorative Justice, in Rotberg & Thompson, supra note 72, at 68.} is associated with the Phase II model. The truth and reconciliation project incorporated much of
its normative discourse from outside the law, specifically from ethics, medicine, and theology. Its purpose was not merely justice, but peace for both individuals and society as a whole. The problem of transitional justice was reconceived across moral and psychological lines to redefine identity. The evident mix of legal, political, and religious language reflected both the conceit and the limits of the law. Phase II had its roots in Phase I and constituted a critical response to the broader postwar justice project. Whereas in its first phase the problem of transitional justice was framed in terms of justice versus amnesty, with amnesty considered exceptional to general adherence to the rule of law, the second phase adopted a broader amnesty policy with the aim of reconciliation. The exception became generalized and reflected an explicit attempt to incorporate both mercy and grace into the law.

Both political activism and scholarship sought to move outside contemporary politics and history to represent conflict in timeless and universal terms. Phase II did not resist the universalizing impetus associated with Phase I. There was some continuation of the Phase I norm of deployment of universal rights as part of the justifying structure of Phase II. The form of law adopted offers a universalizing language about the aims of forgiveness and the possibility of political redemption. While law as conventionally understood had almost disappeared, the alternative model was said to have universal applications and claimed general diffusion around the world. Consider the extent to which the transitional justice being exported in the post–Cold War paradigm is a secularized religion without law.

80. For a discussion of the turn to therapeutic language, see MINOW, supra note 72, at 21–22; Kenneth Roth & Alison Desforges, Justice or Therapy?, BOSTON REV., Summer 2002, available at http://bostonreview.mit.edu/BR27.3/rothdesforges.html. For an historical account of the turn to moral and religious language, see infra note 87; ASMAL ET AL., supra note 65, at 25.

81. On the uses of justice to advance peace, see Teitel, supra note 71, at 177–93. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission confronted "crucial questions of moral and political responsibility." ASMAL ET AL., supra note 65, at 25. Compare Popkin & Roh-Tieria, supra note 65 (truth as route to peace), with Akhavan, supra note 54 (trials as route to peace). See HAYNER, supra note 60, at 134–35 (discussing complicated results of truth commissions for the aim of individual healing).

82. Most of the amnesties are pursuant to legislation, as in much of Latin America's Southern Cone. See Teitel, supra note 46. Others, as in South Africa, are handled on an individual basis but still pursuant to a broader transitional amnesty project. See supra note 59.

83. For example, there is an explosion of writing on the subject of evil. See, e.g., ALAN BADIOU, ETHICS: AN ESSAY ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF EVIL (2001); SUSAN NEIDMAN, EVIL IN MODERN THOUGHT: AN ALTERNATIVE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY (2002); JOHN KERKES, FACING EVIL (1990).

84. See STEINER & ALSTON, supra note 11 (discussing Nuremberg and the development of the universal human rights movement); see also HENKIN, supra note 38.

85. Indeed, this aim is made clear in the Truth Commission Reports. See TEITEL, supra note 1, at 69–72.

86. See BORAINE, supra note 59.

87. On the link between the corruption of political and legal authority and the move to moral and religious authority, see BORAINE, supra note 59, 340–78; see also LOOKING BACK, REACHING FORWARD: REFLECTIONS ON THE TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION OF SOUTH AFRICA (Charles Villa-Vicencio & Wilhelm Verwoerd eds., 2000) (discussing the religious character of South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission).
In Phase II, there was an apparent conflation of the realm of ethics, generally considered to involve the private sphere rather than public choices, and the realm of the political. This signaled the breakdown and interconnection of the private and the public spheres, a phenomenon associated with globalization. Further, in the second phase, the relevant political actors changed from those with legal and political authority to those with moral authority in civil society. Whereas in its first phase justice was chiefly the purview of the successor regime and courts of law, in the second phase many of the relevant actors and institutions lay outside law and politics, and included churches, NGOs, and human rights groups that incorporated a variety of alternative forms of conflict resolution.

Moreover, the Phase II model adhered only tenuously to conventional legal processes. This was illustrated by the move from the courtroom to the hearing room and the turn to discursive confessional testimonials. The choice of language had significant juridical and political implications. An ethical-religious discourse injected a moral basis into transitional justice. Yet the truth and reconciliation movement tended to eschew judgment and instead aimed to move beyond legal notions of guilt and responsibility. It contributed a political theology, building a discourse that incorporated moral imperatives and had the potential to threaten the parameters of legitimate political discourse in liberalizing states, which conceives of the public sphere as a realm of free contestation. Nevertheless, the truth commission was also associated with critical responses to globalization, where the perceived democratic deficit has led to the pursuit of a universalizing and legitimizing discourse.

The evolution of the transitional justice discourse in the second phase highlighted a complex interaction between the dimensions of the universal, the global, and the local. While framing the problem in universalizing human rights terms suggested a form of justice that is abstracted from the interests and needs of societies, even the Phase II approach assumed conditions not formally present in many countries, with often dubious restorative re-

---

88. On the broader developments at this time toward an ethically driven public discourse, see The Turn to Ethics (Marjorie B. Garber et al. eds., 2000); see also Zygmunt Bauman, Postmodern Ethics (1993).
90. See infra notes 120, 123.
93. The emergence of this form of transitional justice discourse at this time reflects its association with the politics of globalization, and the related challenges to the maintenance of a robust public sphere.
sults. Genealogical review illuminates the historical and political contingencies in the policy choices. It also shows the extent to which the Phase II juridical regime incorporated rule-of-law ideas that related closely to the legitimacy of local institutions, thus addressing the multiple aims associated with periods of political flux.

The politics associated with the post–Cold War transitional response are illustrative. The asserted aim of transitional policy was said to be the threshold goal of peace rather than democracy. The turn to alternative strategies, whether theological or therapeutic, was animated by the forward-looking aim of reconciliation. Forgiveness became a distinctive form of political apology,94 understood as an act of contrition in a realm of unity politics.95 A variety of conciliatory mechanisms emerged in many transitional societies, with the ostensible aim of stabilizing internal politics. These policies became the signs of an age of restoration of the rule of law in a global politics.

Nevertheless, there may well be long-term negative consequences to this type of reconciliation politics. For example, instigation of the settlement of claims can have conservative ramifications. The focus may subvert broader political reform96 and generally cannot assist in laying the basis for development of democracy.97 Moreover, as the responses discussed here have mostly implied national political resolutions, they often missed the broader structural causation associated with the bipolar balance of power. The Phase II discourse was being renegotiated at the same time as the debate on globalization reform. This appears to be more than historical coincidence. Even as the disparities between rich and poor associated with the free market economy have grown,98 the impetus has been to resort increasingly to the transitional justice discourse and a project that is to some extent backward-looking and limited to restoration.99 Presently, the extent to which transi-

95. On the role of forgiveness in the political sphere, see Arendt, supra note 91, at 236–43. On South Africa, see Bokwe, supra note 59, 340–78, at 340–78 (discussing the need for “Facing up to collective responsibility”). On the expected role of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, see Asmal et al., supra note 65, at 143.
96. Compare Robert Meister, The Politics and Political Uses of Human Rights Discourse: A Conference on Rethinking Human Rights, paper presented at conference at Columbia (Nov. 8–9, 2001) (focusing on the model’s effect upon the revolutionary project, rather than the democracy building project), with Jung & Shapiro, supra note 97.
99. For a discussion of some of the contradictions, see Meister, supra note 96.
tional justice has displaced other justice projects signals chastened political expectations responding to the failed experiments of a not so distant past.

C. Fin-de-Siècle Transitional Justice and the Passage of Time

This Part examines transitional justice over time. It explores the degree to which the discourse of transitional justice has become ever-present in politics. With apparently ongoing processes of transitional justice delayed, the very meaning of the category of transition has expanded over time to become a persistent trope. 100

The developments described above have implications for human historical self-understanding. By the end of the twentieth century, it seemed that all justice had become transitional, ex post, and backward-looking. Among some theorists of the period, the post-Soviet dynamics and the related wave of transitions were expected to lead to political stabilization and, according to Francis Fukuyama, "the end of history." 101 Other theorists suggested that the Communist collapse left few political choices, and that therefore politics was past and all that remained was history. Thus, Jacques Derrida wrote about Marxism as a "ghost" to be mourned. 102 And while Derrida and Fukuyama shared little in the way of politics, they reflected a broad span of political writers whose work at century's end clearly memorialized a time when politics involved a pronounced revolutionary project. 103 However, these conclusions forecasting the end of history or the end of politics certainly seem inappposite. 104 Existing scholarship has not yet captured the prevailing dynamic of transitional justice or its nexus with ongoing political change.

The persistent discourse of the final years of the twentieth century was that of transitional justice. Developments seeking closure, associated with both the end of century and the end of millennium, reflected a pervasive sense of metatransition. At century's end, there was an evident increase of facing old injustices and of transitional justice delayed. There were persistent calls for apologies, reparations, memoirs, and all manner of account-settling related to past suffering and wrongdoing. 105 Examples of claim-

100. On the normalization of transitional justice, see infra Part III(A) and notes 130–147.
103. But see Eric Hobsbawm, ON THE EDGE OF THE NEW CENTURY 95–107 (Allan Cameron trans., Antonio Polito ed., 2000) (discussing the changes in the meaning of the political discussion of left and right and in particular "progressive" politics).
104. Indeed, there is an evident post-Soviet fragmentation and disaggregation. For an argument that the contemporary world today appears more violent, see Ken Jowitt, NEW WORLD DISORDER (1992). For discussion of the role of law in circumstances of apparent perpetual conflict, see Ruti Teitel, HUMANITY'S LAW: RULE OF LAW IN THE NEW GLOBAL POLITICS, 35 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 352 (2002).
making and settlements abounded, including those related to assets and property lost during World War II, reparations for slave labor, and even more ancient injustices such as colonization, the Inquisition, and the Crusades.

As a genealogical perspective illustrates, interest in the pursuit of justice does not necessarily wane with the passage of time. This may be because transitional justice relates to exceptional political conditions, where the state itself is implicated in wrongdoing and the pursuit of justice necessarily awaits a change in regime. In recent years, this has been characterized by some as the "Scilingo Effect," for a confession given two decades after junta rule ended in Argentina that reopened the question of justice for crimes committed during the dirty war. Transitional justice implies a non-linear approach to time. This phenomenon is reflected in legal responses taken, often in the form of delayed litigation, to extend the scope of transitional justice litigation on a case-by-case basis.

In the international sphere, this dilemma was resolved by the adoption of the UN Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity, although this did not necessarily resolve the attendant political tensions.

There is a complicated relationship between transitional justice, truth, and history. In the transitional justice discourse, revisiting the past is understood as the way to move forward. There is an implied notion of progressive history. As a matter of intellectual historiography and human self-understanding, this notion is under siege. However, transitions are rare


111. See infra note 124 (regarding the Pinochet litigation).


113. Indeed, this notion appears throughout the truth commission literature. In South Africa, the role of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission was envisioned as a "bridge" between the past and the future. See S. AFR. CONST. ch. 15, § 251 (1993) (the "National Unity and Reconciliation" provision).

114. For the most part such notions of history are associated with now largely passé perfectionist proj-
periods of rupture which offer a choice among contested narratives. The paradoxical goal in transition is to undo history. The aim is to reconceive the social meaning of past conflicts, particularly defeats, in an attempt to reconstruct their present and future effects.\textsuperscript{115}

Transitions present a threshold choice. By definition they are times of contestation in historical narratives. Transitions thus present the potential for counter-histories. The question is posed anew after the passage of time, which underscores the threshold challenge of remaining in history as well as the limits to transformation. Indeed, the possibility of some minimal amelioration is often juxtaposed with the countervailing resistance to working within historical and political parameters for the possibility of change. The notion of a threshold choice following massive tragedy appears in works chiefly addressing responses to the Holocaust.\textsuperscript{116} In this context, there is often resistance to the very idea of a transition, which would raise the possibility of political change. The problem concerns the propriety of further engagement after massive catastrophe, whether in the form of giving testimony, taking political action, or contributing scholarship.\textsuperscript{117}

In the post–Cold War phase, historical production was fundamental to building a state's political identity,\textsuperscript{118} and control over construction of an alternative history could lie with multiple actors, including historians, lawyers, journalists, and victims.\textsuperscript{119} This raised the normative question of who should write the history of the transition. In this regard, Phase II transitional justice moved from a project dependent upon the leading role of the state to a process that often elided it. The devolution of state power reflected the broader political conditions associated with post–Cold War transitions and globalization. Given the fact that predecessor regimes were frequently implicated in past wrongdoing, the diminished role for political authority in Phase II managed to avoid many of the dilemmas associated with the more ambitious Phase I justice project.


\textsuperscript{116} See Jean Amery, \textit{At the Mind’s Limits: Contemplations by a Survivor on Auschwitz and Its Realities} (Stella P. Rosenfeld & Sidney Rosenfeld trans., 1980).

\textsuperscript{117} On the problem of post-Holocaust representation, in scholarly writing in particular, see for example \textit{Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the Final Solution} (Saul Friedlander ed., 1992).

\textsuperscript{118} See Teitel, supra note 1, at 77–92.

\textsuperscript{119} On victims’ testimony, see Lawrence L. Langer, \textit{Holocaust Testimonials: The Ruins of Memory} (1993); Minow, supra note 73.
This transforming context increased the possibility of various alternative and even competing transitional justice resolutions involving international, transnational, national, or private settlements. In Phase II, there were a host of new political actors and a distinct privatization of the transitional response. The trend toward privatization took a number of forms, from its devolution to civil society to its relegation to private citizens via litigation. These processes were partially related to globalization, and raised the question of the extent to which normative principles were available to guide transitional decision-making. The second phase policy reflected a struggle between local and global resolutions, even as globalization increased the interconnectedness of political decision-making. Genealogical, interdisciplinary, and comparative review reveals highly divergent approaches to the rule of law, which in turn reflect different legal and cultural perspectives. A profound normative question was raised in the interaction of transitional justice, globalization, and sovereignty: whether and to what extent the response to a harm should rightly remain under the control of the state where the harm occurred. In Phase II, actions related to transitional justice were increasingly taken independent of state actors. This unsettled earlier determinations, as illustrated in the landmark extradition case of General Augusto Pinochet. Moreover, this case also demonstrated the expansion of transitional justice in time. In a world that is increasingly economically, technologically, politically, and juridically interdependent, profound questions arise at the intersection of the principles of jurisdiction and sovereignty. Given the ongoing processes of globalization, this phenomenon will likely accelerate. This seems to portend an expanded category of transitional justice.


122. Whereas the U.S. approach tends to delegate resolution of controversies to case-by-case litigation, the European approach generally focuses on rulemaking through legislation. For a comparative discussion of illustrations of the transitional rule of law, see TEITEL, supra note 1.

123. One illustration of these differences in transitional justice is postwar litigation, chiefly regarding the Holocaust, which has occasioned a reaction against the supposed export of the “American” approach to injury abroad.


125. For discussion of the relation of transitional justice to the passage of time, see supra text accompanying note 109.

The association of post–Cold War transitional justice with a globalizing politics acutely reflected the constructivist dimension of the more limited Phase II approaches. Whereas the first phase conceived of the rule of law in universalizing terms associated with accountability for humanity, the Phase II model was instead concerned with advancing an opposing idea of the rule of law associated with the legitimacy of a country’s national jurisdiction and sovereignty. This Phase II narrowing of the relevant scope of inquiry illuminated the political construction that correlated with this form of transitional justice, specifically responses that implicated local rather than international actors, and those lower rather than higher in the echelon of political responsibility and power. This signaled the Phase II response’s constructive force and also showed the extent to which the Phase II model was amenable to politicization and ultimately depended upon promoting alternative values, besides universal rights and accountability, underlying the rule of law.

To the extent that the second phase moved away from traditional legal remedies, it challenged whether any threshold remained regarding what constitutes the predicate transitional rule of law. These changes illustrate the normative implications of deploying a discourse of justice. The discourse can influence the legitimacy of the response by giving it the provenance and hence the democratic accountability of the successor regime, and by imputing the administration of the transitional response with the legality traditionally associated with judicial proceedings. The question remains whether there are any transitional justice baselines or any threshold minimum beyond which historical, psychological, or religious inquiry ought to be characterized as justice-seeking. This genealogical review suggests that the relevant inquiry is not a metaphysical enterprise, but rather must be understood in its historical and political context. Still, there is an independent basis for critique which influences the nature of the emerging discourse and affects whether it is likely to simply assist in the immediate aim of conflict resolution or also contribute to the goals of democracy, nation-building, and the advancement of liberal political aims.

III. Phase III: Steady-State Transitional Justice

A. Transitional Justice All the Time

The present phase can be characterized as steady-state transitional justice. The discourse has now moved from the periphery to the center. As discussed above, the new millennium appears to be associated with the expansion and normalization of transitional justice. What was historically viewed as a legal

127. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 213–28 (promoting an explicitly transitional rule of law that is not merely symbolic).

128. See H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law (2nd ed. 1997); see also Henkin, supra note 38, at 31–41.

129. On the evolution of transitional justice, see Teitel, supra note 1, at 223–28.
phenomenon associated with extraordinary post-conflict conditions now increasingly appears to be a reflection of ordinary times. War in a time of peace, political fragmentation, weak states, small wars, and steady conflict all characterize contemporary political conditions. These contemporary developments have spurred the attempted normalization of transitional justice, leading ultimately to ambivalent consequences. As a jurisprudence associated with political flux, transitional justice is related to a higher politicization of the law and to some degree of compromise in rule-of-law standards.

The most recognized symbol of the normalization of transitional jurisprudence is the entrenchment of the Phase I response in the form of the International Criminal Court ("ICC"), the new international institution established at the end of the twentieth century. This court was preceded by the ad hoc international criminal tribunals convened to respond to genocidal conflicts in the Balkans and Rwanda. Half a century after World War II, the ICC symbolizes the entrenchment of the Nuremberg Model: the creation of a permanent international tribunal appointed to prosecute war crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity as a routine matter under international law. The threshold global rule of law presently appears to be based on an expansion of the law of war. Indeed, the move back to international humanitarian law incorporates the complex relationship between the individual and the state as a legal scheme which enables the international community to hold a regime's leadership accountable and condemn a systematic persecutory policy, even outside the relevant state. Further, this particular form of international justice offers the potential for regime delegitimization that can support or even instigate transition. Nevertheless, there are also

131. For a more thorough discussion of law and politics in the post–September 11 political context, see Teitel, supra note 104.
134. See Rome Statute, supra note 132, Preamble, at 1002 (affirming that "the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole must not go unpunished").
137. See Teitel, supra note 71 (discussing the limited normative potential of such off-site tribunals); see also Christopher Rudolph, Constructing an Atrocities Regime: The Politics of War Crimes Tribunals, 55 Int'l Org. 655, 684–85 (2001). Indeed, this is something of the theory for the Milošević trial, in light of the Kosovo Commission's conclusion that the NATO intervention in the conflict was "illegal but legiti-
many dilemmas and limits raised by the turn to the law of war in relative peacetime, as well as by the preference for international legal regimes. A dynamic tension emerges among adjudicatory fragmentation, the attendant potential for universal jurisdiction associated with transitional justice, and the attempted centralization of accountability in the ICC.

The normalization of transitional justice currently takes the form of the expansion of the law of war, as illustrated by the rise of humanitarian law. Contemporary developments involve an appropriation of the discourse of the humanitarian law regime with twofold significance. The establishment of humanitarian law as the present rule of law constrains not only the conduct of war, but also appears to expand the humanitarian regime to address broader aspects of the law of war, including the justification of its possible initiation. Further, the use of the international humanitarian regime to justify the NATO intervention in Kosovo appears to have established a precedent for expanding the legitimate bases for intervention, specifically a humanitarian basis for just war. A juridical scheme in which the law of war forms the basis for international criminal justice resonates more deeply and offers a more thorough justificatory structure. Whether unilaterally or multilaterally, the expanded humanitarian law enables recognition of lapses in state action, but also appears to enforce state respect for human rights. This demonstrates the potential for sliding from a normalized transitional justice to the campaign against terrorism. The use of human rights law and the law of war has shifted after the move away from modern state theory to the period of globalization. The contemporary conflation of human rights law, criminal law, and the international law of war implies a pronounced loss for those seeking to challenge state action. Through the use of the transformed law of war and its rights enforcement scheme as a basis for intervention, the


140. For elaboration of this current development, see Teitel, supra note 104.

141. On this distinction between jus in bello and jus ad bellum, which has given rise to modern humanitarian law, see Studies and Essays on International Humanitarian Law and Red Cross Principles in Honour of Jean Pictet (Christophe Swinarsky ed., 1984). On jus ad bellum, see Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument with Historical Illustrations 21 (1977).

142. See The Independent International Commission on Kosovo, supra note 137.
expanded humanitarian regime introduces new human rights dilemmas that bring to the surface the tension in the aims of justice and peace.

Under the label of “preemptive self-defense,” a related discourse of apparently constant war is currently being appropriated to legitimate the next stage in the war on terrorism. The rhetoric attempts to eviscerate the distinctions between war and peace, and between law and its exception. The notion of Phase III steady-state transitional justice is evident in the deployment of the humanitarian regime, which has expanded and merged with the law of human rights. The appeal to a language of universal morality in humanitarian legal discourse resonates with recent developments in transitional justice. The apparent normalization of transitional justice is also evident in the toleration of greater political discretion, politicization in the uses of justice, the rise of highly irregular procedures, and explicit departures from prevailing law, all justified in humanitarian terms.

The expansion of the transitional justice discourse to the issue of terrorism proves problematic due to the inadequacy of the analogies between terrorism and war or political crisis. Transitional justice tends to look backward in responding to the last conflict, and therefore it does not adapt easily to use as a template to guarantee prospective security. Any attempt to generalize from exceptional post-conflict situations in order to guide politics as a matter of course becomes extremely problematic.

Resisting the normalization of transitional justice is difficult. There is a significant loss in vocabulary from which to make any critique, since in the expanded discourse of transitional justice the law of war has merged with the law of human rights. Only time will tell whether and to what extent these developments pose a serious challenge to the rule of law or are associated with the present cycle of contemporary politics.

B. Transitional Justice: Discontinuity Versus Continuity

The remaining question that follows, given current trends in normalization, is what a genealogical perspective of transitional justice might convey about the conception of justice in ordinary times. To what extent is there continuity, and to what extent discontinuity, both descriptively and normatively? In recent years the question has been controversial, sparking a prolif-

144. On this development, see Teitel, supra note 104.
145. This is seen in the lack of precise definition of the “enemy,” other than in terms of executive discretion. See Detention, Treatment and Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the War Against Terrorism, at § 1(e), 66 Fed. Reg. 57,833, 57,834 (2001) (military order of Nov. 13, 2001).
eration of scholarly writing. A number of scholars have challenged any conceptualization of transitions as exceptional in political life, claiming that the aspiration during transitional periods ought to be based on a general theory about the rule of law.  

This Article's genealogical review of the phenomena of transitional justice-seeking in periods of substantial political change suggests that this is a false dichotomy. Two political dimensions determine what signifies rule of law in periods of transition: the transitional context, specifically the circumstances relating to political and legal conditions associated with periods of political change, and other political factors, such as local context. Beyond the dimension of transition, local factors also affect the legitimacy of transitional responses. Thus, the mere exportation of ideal rule-of-law models does not provide sufficient guidance. While there is no clear boundary between ordinary and transitional periods, justice-seeking in periods of transition is differentiated by the rule of law associated with limited conditions of political flux. The central dilemma of transitional justice relates to the recurring issues that, even if not sui generis, are largely associated with the legal and political factors common to unstable periods of liberalizing political transformation. To the extent that these political conditions are present in a successor regime, the circumstances will present rule-of-law challenges that are peculiar to or arise more frequently in the transitional context. Therefore, while in the abstract it might be desirable to insist that justice-seeking projects in transitional times emulate those of established liberal democracies, this exhortation will ultimately be of limited normative guidance. The rule of law capacity of transitional societies cannot be expected to function at the same level as states that have a consolidated liberal juridical apparatus.

Transitional periods, depending on the political and legal conditions in the relevant society, will fall somewhere along the continuum of the rule-of-law-established democracies. This observation should have implications for the impetus to entrench any particular form of transitional rule of law. To some extent, the dilemmas of transitional justice in its contemporary phases raise issues that resonate more generally with the efforts to establish rule of law in a globalizing world. These include how to shape law reform and justice projects in light of growing global interdependence, and to what extent to accommodate local structures to outside forces.


149. See Teitel, supra note 1, at 11–18, 33–36.

CONCLUSION

This Article provides a genealogy of transitional justice over the arc of the past half-century. The genealogical perspective situates transitional justice in a political context, moving away from essentializing approaches and thereby illuminating the dynamic relationship between transitional justice and politics over time.

The genealogical inquiry highlights the relationship between juridical and political conditions during periods of political transformation. This inquiry indicates that transitional justice, while contingent upon local conditions and culture, also displays dimensions commonly associated with periods of political flux.

The genealogical approach contributes a needed perspective on the post-war model’s enduring dominance in the field of transitional justice. It also illuminates the critical move in Phase II toward local, alternative approaches associated with nation-building and highlights the Phase II privatization and hybridization of the law, which also reflects trends in globalization. The post–Cold War focus on alternative methods for changing political identity was a strategy that responded critically to the post–World War II movement to internationalize and universalize the rule of law, but the strategy was also closely related to the particular national politics of the immediate post–Cold War moment. Change was therefore inevitable: roughly fifteen years after the end of the Cold War, we are now witnessing the normalization of transitional justice, as seen in the current expansion of humanitarian law to ordinary peacetime contexts.

Finally, transitional justice is an important part of broader political developments in recent international history. Thus, in Phase I, transitional justice adhered to juridical rights enforcement associated with liberal ideals of rule of law. However, as time passed, those normative assumptions were challenged, and similar trends emerged in both transitional justice and in the broader discussion of the concept of the rule of law. Just as postmodernist challenges generally offer better critiques than practical strategies, in moving the discourse away from universalizing rule of law, the contemporary transitional justice model reflects a limited critical response. The genealogical method is no exception: it yields ongoing critical cycles rather than a progressive history of transitional justice.